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Abstract

In psychological experimental studies on scientific discovery, discussions have been made on the effects of collab-

orative discovery using simple experimental tasks, such as Wason�s 2-4-6 task. Generally speaking, however, these

studies have not explained the prominent effects of multiple subjects collaboratively discovering a target. In the present

study, we identify situations in which the effects of collaboration emerge, and why they emerge, by combining a

computer simulation method that employs our computational model as a cognitive simulator with a method based on

laboratory studies. We basically control two factors, i.e. the hypothesis-testing strategy used by the subjects and the

nature of the target that the subjects are required to find, both of which have been identified by previous psychological

studies as key factors determining the subjects� performance. The computer simulations show that the performance of

combined two systems in collaborative discovery exceeds that of each system in independent discovery, but only when

the two systems try to find a target having the nature of generality by repeatedly conducting a positive test. This finding

is also confirmed by psychological experiments designed to verify the computer simulations. Moreover, through a

theoretical analysis, we show that this effect of collaboration is provided by the emergence of negative tests from the

interaction of the two systems (or humans) repeating only a positive test.

� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Many laboratory studies on scientific discovery

have so far used relatively simple tasks, such as

Wason�s 2-4-6 task and New Elusis (Gorman,
1992; Newstead & Evans, 1995). Recently, by us-

ing such tasks, the effects of collaboration have
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been empirically discussed in the case of several

participants collaboratively finding a target.

Many arguments have been given for the ben-

efits of collaboration and science. In this research,

we focus on the effects of collaboration in a do-
main-independent and knowledge-free hypothesis

discovery situation, which can be captured using

the psychology laboratory method. One of ap-

proaches is to simplify both the nature of the task

and the type of the collaboration, and Wason�s
ed.

mail to: miwa@is.nagoya-u.ac.jp
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Fig. 1. Three stages of interaction. (a) Single condition. (b)

Independent condition. (c) Collaborative condition.
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task is one such well-studied, highly simplified

example. Some important aspects of scientific

discovery may be missed through this type of ap-

proach, but I believe that there are important

characteristics that can be clarified by proceeding

in this way (see detailed discussions in Chapter 1 of
Klahr, 2000).

It is commonly believed that people working

together provides positive effects: e.g. reducing the

possibility of making mistakes through mutual

testing, finding another representation of problems

by obtaining a different viewpoint from another

person, and activating the generation of new in-

novative ideas through brainstorming. However,
some of the empirical results obtained in the above

psychological studies have not consistently sup-

ported this intuitive prediction.

In the present study, to estimate the benefits of

collaboratively finding a target, we introduce three

kinds of conditions: a single condition, an inde-

pendent condition, and a collaborative condition,

as shown in Fig. 1. In the single condition, a solo
subject discovers a target while forming his/her

own hypothesis and experiments. In the indepen-

dent condition, two subjects discover a target but

no interaction is permitted between them. In the

collaborative condition, two subjects interactively

discover a target through conversation, i.e.

exchanging their hypotheses and sharing their

experimental results.
In laboratory studies, the performance (pro-

portion of correct findings) in the single condition

(in which a single subject performs the task) and

that in the collaborative condition (in which a

group of n subjects collaboratively performs the

task) are compared. If anybody in the group dis-

covers the solution then the group is scored as

having discovered the solution. In this compari-
son, it is shown that even when the latter perfor-

mance exceeds the former, the advantage may be

provided not by the interaction among the subject,

but simply by the number of the subjects. That is,

in the latter case of n solutions (final hypotheses)

by n subjects, the probability that at least one of

the solutions is identical to the target is greater.

Accordingly, we also consider the independent
condition, in which n participants independently

perform the same task without interaction. The
performance in the independent condition is then

theoretically calculated from the performance in
the single condition. That is, the probability that at

least one of the n subjects reaches the solution is

1� ð1� pÞn, where the probability of each subject

finding the correct target is p ð0 < p < 1Þ. We

utilize this score as the performance evaluation in

the independent condition.

Table 1 compares performances among the

single, independent, and collaborative conditions
in previous studies that used simple reasoning tasks

(Freedman, 1992; Laughlin & Futoran, 1985;

Laughlin & McGlynn, 1986; Laughlin et al., 1991;

Laughlin et al., 1998). The performances of the

independent condition of Laughlin and Futoran

(1985), Laughlin and McGlynn (1986) and Freed-
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man (1992) were theoretically calculated by the

procedure above mentioned. On the other hand,

the performances in the independent condition of

Laughlin et al. (1991, 1998) were actual empirical

data. In the two papers, the independent condition

in which four subjects independently (without in-
teraction) solved the task was actually set up. The

performances of the best, 2nd-best, 3rd-best, and

4th-best participants were indicated. Therefore, in

the table the performances of the best participants

are used as those in the independent condition and

the mean scores of the four participants as the

performances in the single condition.

The table shows that the performance in the
collaborative condition fails to exceed that in the

independent condition in almost all cases.However,

the analyses so far have been relatively coarse

grained and do not address the dynamic or the

mechanisms of instance generation or hypothesis

formation. This negative tendency of the effect of

collaboration is also seen in the studies of idea

generation. For instance, Paulus and Huei-Chuan
presented much research demonstrating that idea

sharing in groups involves relatively inefficient pro-

cesses (Paulus, 2000; Paulus & Huei-Chuan, 2000).

As explained later, there are some factors that

strongly influence the performance of subjects

discovering a target. In the above experiments,

however, these important factors are not neces-

sarily controlled. The reasons for this experimental
inadequacy include several practical factors, such

as the cost for performing the experiments, as

discussed in Section 2.

Consequently, there is need for further investi-

gation. The main goals of this study are to identify

the conditions or features of rule discovery tasks in

which collaboration is or is not more successful

than a simple aggregation of independent problem
solvers. Note here that the current paper only

discusses dyadic scientific discovery, i.e. collabo-

ration based on two-person groups.

There are various methodologies that can be

used in studies on scientific discovery. Each has its

own methodological advantages, so some have

stressed the importance of combining different

approaches (Klahr, 2000; Klahr & Simon, 1999).
In this study, we attempt to overcome by im-

proving the above-mentioned disadvantages by
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unifying several research methodologies. We first

propose a hypothesis on when the effects of col-

laboration appear by using a computational model

that solves Wason�s 2-4-6 task (Wason, 1960) in

computer simulations. We then verify the hy-

pothesis by psychological experiments. Lastly, we
generalize the empirical findings by theoretical

task analysis and discuss why the effects emerge

only in specific situations.
2. Approaches

The laboratory studies mentioned above reveal
several weak points as methodologies for research.

First, in experiments in which various experi-

mental factors are controlled, it is necessary to

have many subjects participate in the experiments.

Particularly in collaboration studies, a greater

number of controlled factors significantly increases

the required number of participants. We have to

cross exponentially increasing combinations of
subjects with different conditions. Generally

speaking, when we want to control n conditions,

ðn� ðnþ 1ÞÞ=2 sets of experiments are needed in

the collaborative problem solving case, whereas

only n sets are needed in the single problem solving

case. Naturally, the increase in the cost for per-

forming the experiments often creates practical

difficulties in the research.
Second, the control of experimental factors is

usually carried out by an experimenter providing

instructions to participants. For example, an ex-

perimenter may instruct a participant in an ex-

perimental setting by saying: ‘‘Please perform the

hypothesis testing only by using a positive test’’, or

‘‘You must always form two hypotheses (or only

one hypothesis) at once throughout the experi-
ments’’. Of course, some subjects sometimes may

not follow the instructions. When we analyze ex-

perimental results, we usually find that we have to

exclude irregular data by subjects who violated

instructions. However, in studies on collaboration,

if at least one subject comprising a collaborative

group violates a procedure, then none of the data

of that group involving the problematic subject
can be used. Again, we face the difficulty of in-

creasing the experimental cost in the research.
To overcome the above difficulties, we have

used a computational model as a cognitive simu-

lator (Miwa, 1999, 2001; Miwa, Ishii, Saito, &

Nakaike, 2002). The simulator actually runs on a

computer, and its behavior can be controlled by

manipulating the parameters of the simulator.
If we were able to construct a cognitive simulator

that could properly demonstrate the human prob-

lem-solving process, then we could perhaps solve

the methodological difficulties in laboratory studies

by simulating discovery processes in various situa-

tions on a computer. That is, if a computational

model could generate a large set of predicted out-

comes, then an investigator could select, prior to
performing actual experiments, the important ex-

perimental settings from among them that would

give the most interesting, non-obvious, and count-

er-intuitive results. Therefore, this approach might

resolve the efficiency issue discussed earlier with

respect to the costly use of human subjects.
3. Background

In this study, we use Wason�s 2-4-6 task as an

experimental task. The standard procedure of the

2-4-6 task is as follows. All subjects are required to

find a rule of a relationship among three numerals.

In the most popular situation, a set of three nu-

merals, ‘‘2, 4, 6’’, is presented to subjects at the
initial stage. The subjects form a hypothesis about

the regularity of the numerals based on the pre-

sented set. The subjects then produce a new set of

three numerals and present it to the experimenter.

This set is called an instance. The experimenter

gives a Yes as feedback to the subjects if the set

produced by the subjects is an instance of the target

rule, or a No as feedback if it is not an instance of
the target rule. The subjects continuously carry out

experiments, receive feedback from each experi-

ment, and search to find the target. The subjects

propose a final hypothesis whenever they think they

know what the rule is and they receive feedback on

whether or not the hypothesis is correct.

Klayman and Ha (1987) gave some decisive

answers to several important questions that had
been discussed in psychological studies using tra-

ditional discovery tasks such as Wason�s task
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(Klayman & Ha, 1987, 1989). One of their major

conclusions was that there is substantial interac-

tion between the nature of discovered targets and

the effectiveness of hypothesis-testing strategies

used by subjects. In this study, we mainly control

these two factors in our experiments.
First, we briefly explain important concepts

regarding the two key factors, i.e. the nature of the

targets that the subjects try to find and the hy-

pothesis-testing employed by the subjects.

3.1. The nature of targets

We categorize the targets used in our experi-
ments from the viewpoint of their generality. We

define targets as broad targets if the proportion of

their members (positive instances) to all instances

(all sets of three numerals) in the search space is

large. On the other hand, we define targets as

narrow targets if the same proportion is small. An

example of the former type of target is ‘‘the

product of three numerals is even’’ (where the
proportions of target instances to all possible in-

stances is 7/8) and an example of the latter type is

‘‘three evens’’ (where the proportion is 1/8).

3.2. Hypothesis testing

There are two types of hypothesis testing: a

positive test and a negative test. The positive test
(+Htest) is conducted in an instance where the

subject expects there to be a target. That is, the

+Htest is a hypothesis test using a positive instance
H
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for a hypothesis. The negative test ()Htest) is, in

contrast, a hypothesis test using a negative in-

stance for a hypothesis. For example, if a hy-

pothesis were about ‘‘ascending numbers’’, the

+Htest would use a sequence like ‘‘1, 3, 9’’; the

)Htest would use a sequence like ‘‘1, 5, 2’’. There
are many types of hypotheses-testing strategies

and they can be defined in terms of the extent to

which they exclusively use either positive tests or

negative tests. In the following, we use the term

‘‘+Htest strategy’’ when we use only +Htests

throughout experiments.

In the following description, to avoid confusing

basic concepts, we define Yes and No instances as
members and non-members for targets, which the

subjects do not know. On the other hand, +Htests

and )Htests are defined by whether instances tes-

ted are members or non-members for hypotheses,

which the subjects form. The subjects can dis-

criminate whether a certain set of three numerals is

a positive or negative instance for their hypotheses

but cannot know whether it is a Yes or No in-
stance until the experimental feedback is given.

When a subject conducts an experiment using a

positive instance for his/her hypothesis and knows,

through the feedback from the experimenter, that

the instance is a Yes instance for a target, we say

that the subject receives a Yes feedback as a result

of his/her +Htest.

Klayman and Ha summarized states in which a
subject�s hypothesis is falsified. Fig. 2 illustrates

these states in the example situation where the

target is ‘‘three evens’’ and the subject�s hypothesis
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is ‘‘ascending numbers’’. When the subject con-

ducts a +Htest using the instance ‘‘1, 3, 5’’ and

then receives a No feedback, his/her hypothesis is

disconfirmed (false positives). Another state of

conclusive falsification is caused by the combina-

tion of a )Htest and a Yes feedback, using the
instance ‘‘8, 6, 2’’ (negative hits). On the other

hand, states of ambiguous verification are ob-

tained from the combination of a +Htest and a

Yes feedback, using ‘‘4, 6, 8’’ (positive hits), or the

combination of a )Htest and a No feedback, using

‘‘5, 3, 1’’ (false negatives). The importance of the

function of falsification has been stressed from the

viewpoint of the philosophy of science (Popper,
1959).
4. Computer simulations

In this section, we perform computer simula-

tions for hypothesizing situations in which the

effect of collaborative discovery emerges.

4.1. Example behavior of the model

First, to help the reader easily understand the

basic specifications of this simulator, an example

behavior of our model is shown in Table 2. In this

case, two systems tried to find a target, i.e. each

number is a divisor of 12, collaboratively. One
system, System A, always used a +Htest in its

experiments, and the other, System B, used a

)Htest. Human participants sometimes ignored

instances that had been observed so far when

forming a hypothesis. However, the computational

model always formed a complete hypothesis that

was consistent with all instances that had been

observed so far.
The experiments were alternately conducted.

Through each simulation, one system generated

half of all instances, and the other generated the

other half. Instances are basically generated ran-

domly by the following procedure. First, a candi-

date of an instance, each numeral of which is an

integer ranging from )20 to 20, is generated ran-

domly, then if the set of integer fits with the con-
dition given, the candidate is approved of as an

instance. Each experimental result was shared by
both systems, that is, each system knew all gener-

ated instances with the Yes or No feedback given

to each instance.

The left-most and right-most columns of the

table indicate hypotheses formed by System A and

System B, respectively. The middle column indi-
cates experiments, that is, generated instances, Yes

or No feedback, and whether a +Htest or )Htest

was conducted and by which system. The left-most

number in each column, from #1 through #41,

indicates a series in the processing.

The distinction of ambiguous verification and

conclusive falsification is determined by Klayman

and Ha�s normative schema as indicated in Section
3. In the experiments, System A disconfirmed its

hypotheses at #4, #10, and #16, which were

caused by self-conducted (i.e. conducted by System

A) experiments at #3, #9, and #15. System B

disconfirmed its hypotheses at #17 and #29, which

were caused by other-conducted (i.e. conducted by

System A) experiments at #15 and #27.

4.2. Model

The model was constructed on an interactive

production system architecture that we had de-

veloped for simulating collaborative problem

solving processes. Fig. 3 shows an outline of the

architecture. The architecture primarily consists of

five parts: production sets of System A, production
sets of System B, working memory of System A,

working memory of System B, and a common

shared blackboard. The two systems interact

through the common blackboard. That is, each

system writes elements of its working memory on

the blackboard and the other system can read

them from the blackboard.

Our model organizes the knowledge of identi-
fying the regularity of numerals in the form of a

hypothesis space. Table 3 shows a hypothesis

space consisting of 11 dimensions and the sets of

their values. The model searches this hypothesis

space and chooses one of the hypotheses that are

consistent with all instances with the Yes or No

labels recorded in the memory at that point. Ba-

sically, the model searches the hypothesis space
randomly in order to generate a hypothesis.

However, there are three particular hypotheses, i.e.



Table 2

Example behavior of the simulator

Hypothesis of System A Experiments Hypothesis of System B

1 2; 4; 6 Yes

2 Continuous evens

3 4; 6; 8 No +Htest by System A

4 The product is 48

5 The sum is a multiple of 4

6 6; 6;�17 No )Htest by System B

7 The sum is a multiple of 4

8 The product is 48

9 24;�1;�2 No +Htest by System A

10 First + second ¼ third

11 The sum is a multiple of 4

12 3;�8;�20 No )Htest by System B

13 The sum is a multiple of 4

14 First + second¼ third

15 �10; 2;�8 No +Htest by System A

16 Divisors of 12

17 The second is 4

18 �5;�14;�9 No )Htest by System B

19 The second is 4

20 Divisors of 12

21 4; 4; 8 Yes +Htest by System A

22 Divisors of 12

23 The second is 4

24 �17; 3; 12 No )Htest by System B

25 The second is 4

26 Divisors of 12

27 2; 12;�12 Yes +Htest by System A

28 Divisors of 12

29 Divisors of 12

30 8; 12;�2 No )Htest by System B

31 Divisors of 12

32 Divisors of 12

33 2; 6;�2 Yes +Htest by System A

34 Divisors of 12

35 Divisors of 12

36 �2;�7;�8 No )Htest by System B

37 Divisors of 12

38 Divisors of 12

39 4; 3;�12 Yes +Htest by System A

40 Divisors of 12

41 Divisors of 12
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‘‘three continuous evens’’, ‘‘the interval is 2’’, and

‘‘three evens’’. Human subjects tend to generate
these hypotheses at first when the initial instance

of ‘‘2, 4, 6’’ is presented. Therefore, the model also

generates these hypotheses prior to the other

possible hypotheses.

The model used in this simulation searched its

hypothesis space everywhere any target was in-

volved without exception, and it generated a hy-
pothesis consistent with the instances that had

been observed. In this sense, the model was re-
garded as solving a search task, whereas the real

Wason�s task is psychologically characterized as a

discovery task.

In addition, the search strategy used in ourmodel

was too simplified from the viewpoint of psycho-

logical reality. For example, in this study, the degree

of generality was only dealt with as a nature of
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Fig. 3. Interactive production system architecture.

Table 3

Hypothesis space of the simulator

Dimensions Values

Order Ascending, descending, same digits, equal or ascending, equal or descending, up and down, down and up

Interval Special interval n, same interval, increasing interval, decreasing interval

Even–odd Continuous evens, continuous odds, three evens, three odds, even–even–odd, even–odd–even,

odd–even–even, odd–odd–even, odd–even–odd, even–odd–odd

Range of digits Single digits, double digits, positive digits, negative digits

Certain digit even-?-?, ?-even-?, ?-?-even, odd-?-?, ?-odd-?, ?-?-odd, a certain digit n in an mth slot

Multiples Multiples of n
Divisors Divisors of n
Sum Even, odd, single, double, positive, negative, certain number, multiple of n
Product Even, odd, single, double, positive, negative, certain number

Different Three different numbers

Mathematical

relationship

First + second¼ third, first + third¼ second, second+ third¼first, first� second¼ third, first� third¼ second,

second� third¼first, second¼ 2�first and third¼ 3�first, second and third are multiples of first,

third¼ first� second) 2
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targets. However, there are another important fac-
tors such as the degree of familiarity. For example,

two hypotheses, divisors of 24 and the first numeral

is 2, both of which can be inferred from an initial

instance ‘‘2, 4, 6’’, have almost the same generality

(see Table 4). However, the former target is likely to

be more familiar than the latter. However, famil-

iarity properties are not addressed in this study.

The way of searching the hypothesis space is
strongly related to special matters of Wason�s task.
However, what was intended to be dealt with in this

paper is to measure the effects of collaboration

based on a syntactic relation between the nature of

targets (the generality of targets in this case) and a

participant�s strategy (the hypothesis-testing strat-

egy). Moreover, in actual psychological experi-

ments, a search strategy seems very different with
each individual. So we thought that it would be
more important to simulate a situation in which

two computational agents that use the same search

strategy solve the task collaboratively, rather than

tune up our model for accurately tracing the spe-

cific strategy of hypothesis space search used by

each individual.

4.3. Design

In the computer simulations, we had the two

systems find the 35 kinds of targets shown in

Table 4. The proportion of each target instances to

all instances was calculated, where the set of all

instances is a set of three integers each of which

ranges from )20 to 20 (so the number of all in-

stances is 68921 ð¼ 41� 41� 41Þ). The informa-



Table 4

Targets used in the simulations

No. Rules Proportions of instances Nature

#1 Ascending numbers 15.5 Broad

#2 Equal or ascending numbers 17.8 Broad

#3 The interval is 2 0.1 Narrow

#4 The interval is the same 1.2 Narrow

#5 Continuous evens 0.05 Narrow

#6 Three evens 13.4 Broad

#7 Single digits 10.0 Narrow

#8 Positive digits 11.6 Narrow

#9 The first number is even 51.2 Broad

#10 The second is even 51.2 Broad

#11 The third is even 51.2 Broad

#12 The first is 2 2.4 Narrow

#13 The second is 4 2.4 Narrow

#14 The third is 6 2.4 Narrow

#15 Multiples of 2 13.4 Broad

#16 Divisors of 12 2.1 Narrow

#17 Divisors of 24 2.6 Narrow

#18 The sum is even 50.0 Broad

#19 The sum is a double digit 66.1 Broad

#20 The sum is a positive number 49.1 Broad

#21 The sum is 12 1.6 Narrow

#22 The sum is a multiple of 12 8.3 Narrow

#23 The sum is a multiple of 6 16.7 Broad

#24 The sum is a multiple of 4 25.0 Broad

#25 The sum is a multiple of 3 33.3 Broad

#26 The sum is a multiple of 2 50.0 Broad

#27 The product is even 88.4 Broad

#28 The product is a double digit 10.1 Narrow

#29 The product is a positive number 46.4 Broad

#30 The product is 48 0.2 Narrow

#31 The third ¼ the first + the second 1.8 Narrow

#32 The third ¼ the first� the second) 2 0.5 Narrow

#33 The third ¼ the first� 3 and the second¼ the first� 2 0.02 Narrow

#34 The third¼ the first� n and the second ¼ the first�m 7.9 Narrow

#35 Different three numbers 92.8 Broad
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tion on the ratios was added to Table 4. Based on
this information, the narrow and broad rules were

defined concretely.

The initial instance was ‘‘2, 4, 6’’. For each

target, we executed 30 simulations to calculate the

percentage of correct solutions.

The computer simulations were basically con-

ducted based on the following 2� 3 experimental

design.
4.3.1. The nature of targets

We divided the 35 targets into two categories:

(a) 18 narrow targets and (b) 17 broad targets.
4.3.2. Hypothesis-testing strategies

Three combinations of hypothesis-testing

strategies were investigated. They were (a) +Htest

and +Htest, (b) )Htest and )Htest, and (c) +Htest

and )Htest.

4.4. Results

Fig. 4 shows the results of the computer simu-

lations. The horizontal axis of each figure indicates

the number of experiments, that is, the number of

generated instances, whereas the vertical axis in-
dicates the proportion of correctly finding the 18

narrow targets and the 17 broad targets.



Fig. 4. Results of computer simulations. (The asterisks show the advantage of the independent condition whereas the sharp signs show

the advantage of the collaborative condition. The levels of significance were used: ### (or ***) for p < :01, ## (or **) for p < :05, and

# (or *) for p < :1:No significance is indicated with n.s.) (a) +Htest vs. +Htest Narrow targets. (b) +Htest vs. +Htest Broad targets. (c)

)Htest vs. )Htest Narrow targets. (d) )Htest vs. )Htest Broad targets. (e) +Htest vs. )Htest Narrow targets. (f) +Htest vs. )Htest

Broad targets.
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1 These tendencies are more clearly understood when we

analyze these data based on three categories of target specificity:

extremely narrow targets, medium targets, and extremely broad

targets. See Fig. 8 in Appendix A.
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In Fig. 4, the performance in the independent

condition and that in the collaborative condition

are compared. In the independent condition, we

regarded the targets as correctly found when at

least one of the two systems, each searching inde-

pendently without interaction, reached the correct
solution. Each of these conditions is defined in

Fig. 1.

In the collaborative condition, the experiments

were alternately conducted (see the example be-

havior shown in Table 2). Through each simula-

tion, one system generated half of all instances,

and the other generated the other half. Each ex-

perimental result was shared by both systems, that
is, each system knew all generated instances with

the Yes or No feedback given to each instance.

The collaborative condition was also subdi-

vided into the following two sub-conditions. In

one sub-condition, each system simply alternately

conducted the experiments without referring to the

hypothesis that the other system had formed. In

this sub-condition, the two systems shared only the
experimental space. In the other sub-condition,

one system tried to form a different hypothesis

than that of the other system while referring to the

hypothesis of the other system. In the latter sub-

condition, the two systems shared the hypothesis

space in addition to the experimental space (Klahr

& Dunbar, 1988; Simon & Lea, 1974).

In Fig. 4, statistical analysis results are also
indicated in the lower portion of the graphs. The

upper row shows a comparison between the per-

formance in the independent condition and that in

the collaborative condition when the two systems

tried to form different hypotheses. On the other

hand, the lower row indicates a comparison be-

tween the performance in the independent condi-

tion and that in the collaborative condition when
each system did not refer to the hypothesis of the

other system. The asterisks show the advantage of

the independent condition whereas the sharp signs

show the advantage of the collaborative condition.

Three levels of significance were used: ### (or

***) for p < :01, ## (or **) for p < :05, and # (or

*) for p < :1: No significance is indicated with n.s.

The comparisons indicate that the performance
in the collaborative condition exceeds that in the

independent condition, but only when (1) both
systems use the +Htest strategy to find broad

targets, and (2) both systems try to form different

hypotheses while sharing their hypotheses. In

the other cases, the effect of collaboration is not

significant.

Additionally, in the four settings: (a) +Htest vs.
+Htest and Narrow targets, (d) )Htest vs. )Htest

and Broad targets, (e) +Htest vs. )Htest and

Narrow targets, and (f) +Htest vs. )Htest and

Broad targets, the successive increase of ‘‘ratios of

correct findings’’ was observed whereas, in the

other two conditions: (b) +Htest vs. +Htest and

Broad targets and (c) )Htest vs. )Htest and

Narrow targets, the performance was relatively
low. 1

As mentioned, the model was regarded as

solving a search task, so the model necessarily

reaches the solution in the end if it can generate

informative instances such as false positives and

negative hits. This is the reason for the successive

increase in the former four conditions where false

positives and negative hits arose many times. On
the other hand in the other two conditions the

model did not generate such informative instances;

that is, the model continuously received positive

hits and false negatives. These tendencies are

consistent with the predictions by Klayman and

Ha�s syntactic analysis.
5. Psychological experiments

To verify the results of the computer simula-

tions described in the previous section, we con-

ducted a psychological experiment.

5.1. Design

A total of 136 subjects participated in the ex-

periment. Based on the experimental setting in the

computer simulations, the following two factors

were investigated.
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5.1.1. Hypothesis-testing strategies

Each of the subjects was assigned to one of the

following five experimental conditions: (1) the

single +Htest condition where a single participant

solved the task using a +Htest, (2) the single
)Htest condition, (3) the collaborative +Htest and

+Htest condition where two participants, both of

whom were required to use a +Htest, collabora-

tively solved the task, (4) the collaborative )Htest

and )Htest condition, and (5) the collaborative

+Htest and )Htest condition.

5.1.2. The nature of targets

Each subject solved two problems. In one

problem, the subjects had to discover ‘‘three

evens’’ as a narrow target. In the other problem,

the subjects had to discover ‘‘three different num-

bers’’ as a broad target. The order of the problems

was counterbalanced. Twenty-four trials (experi-

ments) were permitted to find each target. The

experimental design is summarized in Table 5.
The subjects were never informed whether they

had found a target or not. The information the

subjects obtained was only experimental feedback,

Yes or No, as a result of their generating an in-

stance. All subjects were requested to generate 24

instances. So some of them were forced to con-

tinue to test their hypotheses after they felt they

had already found a target. The judgement of their
reaching the solution was done by an experi-

menter. That is, when a hypothesis that a subject

forms was identical to a target, the experimenter

regarded that he/she found the target at the point;

still in this case the subjects were requested to

continue their trials until obtaining 24 instances.

In the following discussion, we exclude the

subjects who did not follow the experimental in-
structions requiring the use of each hypothesis-

testing strategy. Table 5 shows the number of

subjects (or pairs) assigned to each experimental
Table 5

Number of participants

Single Pa

+Htest )Htest +H

Narrow 17(15) 18(14) 16

Broad 17(10) 17(12) 17
condition; the table also shows, in parentheses, the

number of them who correctly followed the hy-

pothesis-testing instructions.

A computerized experimental environment set

up on a personal computer was used. When a

subject input an instance in an experiment, the
system gave a Yes or No feedback to identify

whether the instance fit the target. The subject was

also required to write, on an experimental sheet,

his/her current hypothesis on the target.

In the single condition, a subject individually

solved the task. On the other hand, in the col-

laborative condition, two subjects alternately

conducted experiments, and each formed hy-
potheses while referring to the other�s hypotheses

(written on the experimental sheet of the part-

ner). The performance in the independent situa-

tion, in the psychological experiment here, was

calculated from the performance in the single

situation, that is, by constructing a virtual pair

from the single subjects. The detailed procedure

of calculating the independent performance is
given in Appendix B.

5.2. Followers and defectors

Before mentioning the main result, we should

discuss why relatively many subjects could not

follow the experimental instruction. As can be

confirmed in Table 5, there are some experimental
settings where many defectors emerged.

A unified explanation was not found. However,

there are local explanations on some of the dis-

tinctive cells in Table 5, where the ratio of defec-

tors is relatively higher than those in other cells.

(1) Single and +Htest and Broad: In this situ-

ation, the subjects continuously received positive

hits (+Htest and Yes feedback) that did not give
them informative evidence. So one explanation of

the high ratio in this cell may be that they made
ir

test vs. +Htest )Htest vs. )Htest +Htest vs. )Htest

(15) 17(11) 15(11)

(12) 17(9) 16(9)
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errors by trying to receive informative feedback by

using )Htests.

An interesting thing is that this situation also

occurs in the pair condition (Pair and +Htest vs.

+Htest and Broad). But the ratio of defectors in

this pair situation was not so high. As mentioned
in the manuscript, in the collaborative situation,

)Htest was brought about by the partner�s +Htest.

This may be the reason for the difference in the

ratio of defectors between the single and pair

conditions.

(2) Pair and )Htest vs. )Htest and Broad: As

many previous studies have suggested, the +Htest

is more familiar to human subjects. It is supposed
that using )Htests continuously was very peculiar

to the participants in this experiment. Addition-

ally, as mentioned in the manuscript, in a pair

situation, when at least one of the two subjects

made an error, the experimental data were cate-

gorized into irregulars. This may be the reason for

the many defectors observed in this cell. (However,

this interpretation cannot explain why the ratio of
defectors in Pair and )Htest vs. )Htest and Nar-

row was not so high.)

(3) Pair and +Htest vs. )Htest: In this situation,

a partner used a different hypothesis-testing strat-

egy. Consequently, each subject would make an

error, being influenced by the partner.

5.3. Results

Fig. 5 indicates the experimental results, using

the same format as in Fig. 4. Note that the single

performance in the +Htest and)Htest combination

is absent because this single condition was not set

up in the experiment (see Figs. 5(e) and (f)). The

independent performance of the +Htest and )Htest

combination was calculated from the performance
in the single +Htest condition (where the subjects

used +Htests only) and the performance in the

single )Htest condition, not from the performance

in the single +Htest and )Htest condition.

From a statistical analysis, the upper row shows

a comparison between the performance in the

single condition and that in the collaborative

condition, while the lower row shows a compari-
son between the performance in the independent

condition and that in the collaborative condition.
The statistical analysis shows that the perfor-

mance in the collaborative condition did not ex-

ceed that in the independent condition for every

combination of hypothesis-testing strategies. The

performance in the collaborative condition ex-

ceeded that in the single condition only with the
combination of +Htest and +Htest to find a broad

target. An obvious tendency of the advantage of

the collaborative condition over the independent

condition was observed even though the statistical

analysis did not indicate a significant difference.

As mentioned, the model did not implement the

degree of familiarity of each target. So basically, in

this study, we cannot compare the absolute per-
formance of human subjects with that of the model.

What we can do is to compare the performance in

the collaborative condition with that in the inde-

pendent or single condition in each experimental

setting. However, an additional discussion on the

difference of performances between the human

subjects and the computational model is needed. In

(c) )Htest vs. )Htest and Narrow targets, the
performance of human subjects is much higher that

that of the model. In this situation, the subjects (the

model) did not receive much informative evidence

because ‘‘false negatives’’ were predominant. The

target used in the psychological experiment was

‘‘three evens’’. This target is very familiar to the

human subjects. So even though the subjects did

not receive informative instances, they could notice
the target. On the other hand, in the computer

simulations, the model searched the broad hy-

pothesis space one by one to find narrow targets,

including ‘‘three evens’’. The model could not

reach the solution without negative hits that pro-

vide chances for hypothesis revision. This is the

reason for the slow increase in performance in the

computer simulation.
In the computer simulations, the benefit of

collaboration in the +Htest and +Htest combina-

tion was confirmed only when each system formed

different hypotheses while referring to the other�s
hypotheses. Therefore, to confirm the effect of two

subjects forming different hypotheses, we then

conducted the following additional analysis. First,

we divided the subjects in each collaborative con-
dition into two groups: subjects who found the

correct target earlier (i.e. with fewer instances



Fig. 5. Results of psychological experiments. (The asterisks show the advantage of the independent condition whereas the sharp signs

show the advantage of the collaborative condition. The levels of significance were used: ### (or ***) for p < :01, ## (or **) for

p < :05, and # (or *) for p < :1: No significance is indicated with n.s.) (a) +Htest vs. +Htest Narrow targets. (b) +Htest vs. +Htest

Broad targets. (c) )Htest vs. )Htest Narrow targets. (d) )Htest vs. )Htest Broad targets. (e) +Htest vs. )Htest Narrow targets. (f)

+Htest vs. )Htest Broad targets.
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tested) and those who did later. The latter group

included those who did not find the correct target.

Then, in each group, we averaged the proportions

of subjects maintaining different hypotheses

throughout the trials (experiments) until reaching

the solution. Fig. 6 shows the results. In the +Htest
and +Htest combination, the subjects who found

the target earlier maintained different hypotheses

to a greater extent than the subjects whose per-

formance was lower. It should be noted that the

effect of forming different hypotheses appears in

the combination of +Htest and +Htest, especially

when finding the broad target, whereas this effect

does not appear in the combination of )Htest and
)Htest. These results are consistent with the find-

ings obtained in the computer simulations.
Fig. 6. Averaged proportions of maintaining different hypoth-

eses. (a) +Htest vs. +Htest Narrow targets. (b) +Htest vs.

+Htest Broad targets. (c) )Htest vs. )Htest Narrow targets. (d)

)Htest vs. )Htest Broad targets. (e) +Htest vs. )Htest Narrow

targets. (f) +Htest vs. )Htest Broad targets.
6. Discussions

6.1. Theoretical analysis

Whydoes the advantage of collaboration emerge
only when both systems and both human partici-

pants, in finding broad targets, repeatedly conduct a

+Htest? We discuss the reason for this based on

Klayman and Ha�s framework of analysis.

As mentioned before, Klayman and Ha indi-

cated, by their mathematical analysis, that the

+Htest was an effective heuristic for finding nar-

row targets; on the other hand, the +Htest was
revealed to be at a disadvantage when finding

broad targets (Klayman & Ha, 1987).

Let us consider a collaborative condition in

which both of two systems (or two subjects), Sys-

tem A and System B, alternately conduct a +Htest,

and each system has a different hypothesis than the

other. In this situation, the following accidentally

happens: a positive instance for a hypothesis of
System A, HA, corresponds to a negative instance

for a hypothesis of System B, HB. For example,

when hypothesis HA is ‘‘the interval is 2’’ and hy-

pothesis HB is ‘‘ascending numbers’’, the instance

is ‘‘2; 0;�2’’ (Fig. 7).

When System A conducts a +Htest using this

instance, a )Htest is generated for System B. As a

result, the Yes feedback causes conclusive falsifi-
cation of hypothesis HB because of the combina-
Fig. 7. Situation in which +Htest of System A generates )Htest

for System B.
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tion of the )Htest for HB and the Yes feedback.

This produces the effect of collaboration when two

systems, both of which use the +Htest, find broad

targets.

An important point is that this function emer-

ges in the interaction between two systems. The
advantage of this function is not produced as the

effect of the number of the systems. That is, the

advantage is not due to the fact that the number of

systems in the collaborative condition is twice as

many as that in the single condition. As is con-

firmed in Fig. 7, when each system independently

conducts a +Htest, the system�s hypothesis is never
disconfirmed. The chance of hypothesis falsifica-
tion can occur only through the collaboration of

the two systems.

Twelve pairs in the +Htest and +Htest combi-

nation for finding the broad target were analyzed

(see Table 5). Actually, 11 among the 12 pairs

actually faced the situation discussed above. The

examples are shown in Table 6.

The next question is: why does not this kind of
effect appear in the combination of )Htest and

)Htest when finding narrow targets where the

probability of the subjects receiving a No feedback

is very high?

If the type of interaction between two systems

described above emerges in the combination of

)Htest and )Htest, we should see a situation in
Table 6

Empirical examples of bringing about a )Htest by the partner�s +Ht

Subjects Instances Hypothesis HA

S1 8; 5; 2 The interval is the same

S2 3; 6; 9 The interval is the same

12; 3; 4 The second is less than the sum

the first and the third

S3 �8;�10;�12 The interval is the same

S4 �2; 3; 8 The interval is the same

S5 1; 3; 6 Positive digits

9; 6; 4 Positive digits

S6 1; 3; 4 The product is even

�39; 99; 5 All digits are less than 100

111;�10;�2 The sum is less than 100

�234; 666; 12 The third is less than 100

S7 �4;�3;�2 The interval is the same

S8 6; 8; 2 Three evens

S9 �2; 0; 6 Three evens

S10 1; 3; 7 Ascending numbers

S11 2; 6; 18 Three evens
which the )Htest of System A brings about a

+Htest for System B. Generally speaking, how-

ever, members (positive instances) of a hypothesis

are much fewer than non-members (negative in-

stances). Of course this depends on target rules. As

can be confirmed in Table 4, the ratios of the
target instances to all instances are relative low.

And this is reasonable in a real world context be-

cause real-world hypothesis testing most often

concerns minority phenomena. This point was also

mentioned in (Klayman and Ha, 1987).

Therefore, the possibility of constructing a situ-

ation where the )Htest of one system accidentally

brings about a +Htest for the other system, result-
ing in the effect of)Htest and)Htest collaboration,

is much lower than the possibility of constructing a

situation where the +Htest of one system brings

about an )Htest for the other system, resulting in

the effect of +Htest and +Htest collaboration. This

imbalance between the numbers of positive and

negative instances is the reason why only the com-

bination of +Htest and +Htest was observed to
produce the effect of collaboration.

We have obtained strong evidence of the effect

of collaboration in the +Htest and +Htest com-

bination for finding a broad target because all of

the theoretical analyses, computer simulations,

and psychological experiments consistently sup-

ported this effect.
est

Hypothesis HB

The interval is 2

The first is even

of Ascending numbers

Ascending numbers and the interval is the same

Three evens

The interval is the same

Ascending numbers

The interval is the same

The sum is less than 50

All digits are less than 100

The sum is less than 100

The sum is a positive number

The interval is the same

The interval is 2

The interval is the same

The interval is the same
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The following point should be mentioned. The

preceding psychological studies have suggested

that human subjects tend to use +Htests. If most

subjects use +Htests naturally, as the previous

literature has shown, and most of the literature

tends to use the more difficult broad targets, then
why does the literature not find an advantage for

collaboration?

As mentioned in the manuscript, in the experi-

ments shown in Table 1, the subjects� hypothesis
tests were not controlled. Even though those sub-

jects conducted mostly +Htests, they were also

assumed to conduct a few )Htests. My view was

that the results of the )Htests were very informa-
tive for solo subjects finding broad targets.

Actually, in the current experiment 7 among 17

single subjects who were instructed to use only

+Htests for finding the broad target violated this

instruction (see ‘‘Single and +Htest and Broad’’ in

Table 5). They actually conducted a few )Htests.

However, the performance of those defectors was

much higher than that of followers who used only
+Htests. That is, the ratio of defectors who found

the target was 0.71, whereas the ratio of followers

who found the target was only 0.10. This may be

the reason why in the preceding studies the

advantage of collaboration was not found.

6.2. Collaborative effect without improvement of an

individual system’s ability

One effect of collaboration that has been widely

recognized is the emergence of new cognitive ac-

tivities or resources in an individual problem sol-

ver through interaction among multiple problem

solvers. For instance, Okada and Simon made the

participants discover scientific laws using a mo-

lecular genetics task in a computer micro-world
(Okada & Simon, 1997). They found that when the

participants collaboratively solved the task, they

performed better than when they solved the

problem independently.

Through detailed analysis of the participants�
discovery processes, it was found that, in the col-

laborative condition, each of the participants per-

formed deeper explanatory activities brought
about by their interaction with the other. This

means that the research attributed the cause of the
better performance in the collaborative condition

to the emergence of a new cognitive activity in an

individual participant, which was brought about

by the interaction among participants.

Here, we must stress that the effect of collabo-

ration dealt with in the present study is definitely
different from the effect characterized in the above

studies.

In our simulation, we did not assume that col-

laboration brings about the emergence of any new

mechanism in each individual system. For exam-

ple, each model�s abilities in the collaborative

condition, such as the ability to form hypotheses

and the capacity of the working memory, are
definitely identical to those in the single condition.

In spite of this, the fact that performance in the

collaborative condition exceeds that in the inde-

pendent condition means that even this simple

interaction can bring about a kind of emergent

phenomenon. More concretely, the findings in the

present study imply that even when an individual

system cannot improve its abilities through inter-
action, there is a possibility that the effects of

collaboration will emerge.

This kind of effect is important because col-

laboration does not necessarily provide new cog-

nitive abilities to problem solvers. For example,

Laughlin and Hollingshead compared hypotheses

generated after conversations among group mem-

bers with those made before the conversations in
the process of problem solving and found only a

few emergent hypotheses as a consequence of

interaction (Laughlin & Hollingshead, 1995).

6.3. Effects of more than one hypothesis or effects of

collaboration

The findings presented in this paper may be
understood not as the effects of collaboration but

as the effects of simply generating different hy-

potheses and conducting each experiment by using

more than one hypothesis. In fact, some psycho-

logical studies have reported that a single subject�s
performance can be remarkably improved by the

experimenter�s instructions when the subject is

asked to seek two exclusive targets, DAX and
MED (Tweney, Doherty, Warner, & Pliske, 1980).

The DAX and MED task also caused a shift in the
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participants� representation of the task that leads to

a more effective search strategy, but this issue is not

be dealt with in the current paper (Gorman, Staf-

ford, & Gorman, 1987). In this case, the subject is

practically led toward generating more than one

hypothesis to conduct experiments. Similarly, from
the viewpoint of the philosophy of science, the ef-

fectiveness of diagnostic tests based on competing

hypotheses has been shown (Platt, 1964).

Generally speaking, however, the ability of a

single subject or a solo scientist to conduct exper-

iments while generating and maintaining several

different hypotheses necessitates huge cognitive

and physical costs. In many cases, therefore, it is
difficult to do this in practice. Actually, experi-

ments by Freedman et al. using Wason�s 2-4-6 task

have indicated that, in comparison to discoveries

by single subjects, the effects of forming different

hypotheses emerge a lot more in group discovery

where four subjects, all maintaining different hy-

potheses, collaboratively work to find a target

(Freedman, 1992). They concluded that the reason
why more effects emerge in the group condition is

because manipulating more than one hypothesis

increases the cognitive costs for single-subject

problem solving. Note here that in Table 1 the

Freedman (1992) study was the only study in which

the performance in the collaborative condition

exceeded that in the independent condition.

The important finding here is that the collabo-
ration of subjects able to use only restricted cogni-

tive resources, for example, forming only one

hypothesis at a time, improves the total perfor-

mance. This type of collaboration is considered to

be one of the important styles of distributed cogni-

tion (Hutchins, 1995; Hutchins & Klausen, 1996).

It should be noted that the effect of collabora-

tion appeared only when paired subjects (systems)
maintained different hypotheses. When people

work together, there is a tendency for their ideas to

become more similar as a result of collaborating.

Sherif�s classic studies demonstrated this effect

(Sherif, 1936), and recently Alterman and Garland

presented a computational model of this kind of

coordination (Alterman & Garland, 2001). This

type of effect would work against the positive effect
of collaboration, so we should consider a way to

compensate for it. For example, groups are more
likely to generate creative ideas if the members first

work independently (Finke, Ward, & Smith,

1992). This type of combination of independent

and collaborative activities may merit further in-

vestigation for strengthening the positive effect of

collaboration. Additionally, a rule found in Wa-
son�s task usually has one dimension, e.g. the

number rule. When there are multiple possible

dimensions to the rule, as in the New Elusis task,

participants sharing information from positive

tests may focus together on only one dimension of

the task. Exploration on the effects of collabora-

tion in this type of situation may be one of the

most important future works.

6.4. Collaboration as interplay producing disconfir-

matory information

The importance of negative feedback, such as

disconfirmatory instances, to a hypothesis in the

process of discovery has been verified in various

research fields. For instance, Kulkarni and Simon
constructed a production system, called KEK-

ADA, that traced Hans Krebs�s discovery process

for the elucidation of the chemical pathways for

synthesis of urea in the liver (Kulkarni & Simon,

1988). The system forms a hypothesis and predicts

the experimental result. An experimental result

that significantly differs from the prediction is in-

dexed as a surprising result. They indicated that
the surprising result plays an important role in the

subsequent discovery process.

Dunbar made a detailed analysis of the research

activities in some top-level biological research in-

stitutes (Dunbar, 1995, 1997). Again, the impor-

tance of surprising results was stressed. He

concluded, ‘‘the surprising results can be used to

generate new hypotheses and research programs’’.
He also regarded unexpected findings observed in

the process of investigation as a key concept in

discovery and analyzed the reactions of scientists

and non-science students to them. He found dif-

ferences in the method used by the experts and

novices for identifying the cause of the unexpected

findings (Dunbar, 2001).

In the philosophy of science, the role of
anomaly in discovery has been very often dis-

cussed (Darden, 1992) and Chinn and Brewer have
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addressed this issue extensively in their articles

(Chinn & Brewer, 1998, 2001). Moreover, in

computer science, especially in the fields of concept

identification and inductive inference, the impor-

tance of counter examples has been generally rec-

ognized (Winston, 1992).
All of these concepts, including surprising re-

sults, unexpected findings, anomaly, and counter

examples, are, in a sense, related to disconfirma-

tory instances. This fact implies that obtaining

high-quality disconfirmatory information is crucial

for finding a target.

It is well known that people tend to use positive

tests rather than negative tests in various situations
(Gorman & Gorman, 1984; Gorman, Gorman,

Latta, & Cunningham, 1984; Mynatt, Doherty, &

Tweney, 1977; Mynatt, Doherty, & Tweney, 1978).

Additionally, a scientist also has a strong positive

test strategy (Mahoney & DeMonbruen, 1997).

Klayman and Ha pointed out that the positive test

strategy is a good all-purpose heuristic in usual

contexts.
Let us consider a situation in which a scientist,

who has developed a certain incomplete theory

that explains only restricted phenomena, tries to

generalize his/her theory. This situation often

brings about the combination of the use of a

+Htest and general (or broad) target finding;

therefore, the scientist cannot obtain disconfirma-

tory instances. This situation prevents the scientist
from finding his/her solution. When disconfirma-

tory instances cannot be generated on a solo basis,

those instances should be brought about by an-

other agent.

The results obtained in this research concretely

demonstrated an effect of collaboration as inter-

play producing disconfirmatory instances in this

kind of situation. The context set in the present
study is highly restricted by using Wason�s task.

However, the discussion above implies the possi-

bility that the findings here could be effectively

applied to more general contexts.
7. Conclusions

In the introduction of this paper, we indicated

that the effects of collaboration rarely appear in
psychological experiments using orthodox simple

discovery tasks. Then we empirically demon-

strated a situation in which the effects of collab-

oration do emerge, and theoretically discussed

why such effects appeared. Concretely, we indi-

cated that the effects emerged when both of two
subjects (systems) verified their hypotheses by

using a +Htest to find broad targets. This finding

is more interesting, as a finding on collaborative

discovery, when we note that humans have a

cognitive bias of tending to use a +Htest more

frequently.

From our empirical findings and theoretical

discussions, we conclude that (1) generally speak-
ing, simply solving a problem together rarely

provides the effects of collaboration, (2) to pro-

duce the effects of collaboration, the interaction

between collaborative systems must bring about

new functions, such as a function for introducing

falsification of hypotheses, that are not involved in

each individual system, and (3) the possibility of

bringing about such abilities depends on the na-
ture of the object that the systems are investigating

(such as a target rule in the present study) and the

strategies and heuristics that the systems are using

(such as a hypothesis-testing strategy), as well as

the relationship between these two factors.
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Appendix A

Fig. 8 shows the three-categories analysis

where extremely narrow targets are #3, #5, #30,

#32, and #33 and extremely broad targets are

#19, #27, and #35 shown in Table 4. Other

targets are categorized as medium targets.



Fig. 8. Three-categories analysis of the results shown in Fig. 4.
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Appendix B

The procedure below was used for calculating

the performance in the independent condition

from that in the single condition.
Let us consider five subjects, each of whom

discovers the target when the number of their trials
(experiments) reaches 1, 3, 6, 10, and 26, respec-

tively (26 trials means that he/she cannot find the

target).
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1. First, we create virtual pairs by combining each

of the single subjects. In this case, ((5� 4)/2)

pairs are created. The combinations of the num-

ber of trials in each pair are the following: (1; 3),
(1; 6), (1; 10), (1; 26), (3; 6), (3; 10), (3; 26),
(6; 10), (6; 26), and (10; 26).

2. Second, we select the numbers of those who

reach the solution earlier. The numbers are

the following: 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 6, 6, and 10.

3. Third, we divide the 10 pairs into five sets in or-

der to match the number of subjects in the inde-

pendent condition with the number in the single

condition. The five sets are the following: 1,
1 j 1, 1 j 3, 3 j 3, 6 j 6, 10.

4. Finally, we use a median of the numbers of tri-

als in each set, rounding up decimals. The medi-

ans are the following: 1, 1, 3, 5, and 8. We

regard each number as the number of trials

when the virtual pairs in the independent condi-

tion reach the solution.
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